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The current study examined whether the effects of positive expectations on changes in marital satisfaction over the first 4 years of marriage were moderated by the nature of spouses’ interaction behaviors and
relationship attributions. Consistent with predictions, when spouses’ skills were most positive, positive
expectations predicted more stable satisfaction over time whereas less positive expectations predicted
steeper declines. Alternatively, when spouses’ skills were most negative, positive expectations predicted
steeper declines in satisfaction over time whereas less positive expectations predicted more stable
satisfaction. Thus, in contrast to the idea that expectations in the early years of marriage exert main
effects on satisfaction, the current findings suggest that the effects of expectations interact with the skills
partners bring to their relationships.

leave people vulnerable to disappointment should they fail to
be met. Thus, he argued that positive expectations should be
avoided because they increase the likelihood of experiencing
disappointments.
The difference between these two views mirrors an ongoing
debate within research on intimate relationships. Although studies
agree that what partners expect to receive in their relationships
affects their evaluations of those relationships (e.g., Baucom,
Epstein, Rankin, & Burnett, 1996; Downey, Freitas, Michaelis, &
Khouri, 1998; Fletcher, Simpson, & Thomas, 2000; Knee, 1998;
McNulty & Karney, 2002, Murray, Holmes, & Griffin, 1996b;
Stanley, Blumberg, & Markman, 1999), there is little consensus
about the direction of this effect. One line of research suggests that
positive expectations lead to positive outcomes. On the basis of
this idea, some authors have argued that positive expectations
about a relationship are necessary for developing and maintaining
healthy relationship functioning. For example, in one approach to
preventing marital distress, researchers argued that “holding extreme standards that ask a great deal of the marriage is positively
related to marital adjustment” (Baucom et al., 1996, p. 83). In
contrast, another line of research suggests that positive expectations lead to disappointment. On the basis of this idea, some
authors have argued that positive expectations can be a source of
marital dysfunction. For example, in an alternative approach to
preventing marital distress, researchers argued that “couples are at
increased risk when expectations are unreasonable” (Stanley et al.,
1999, p. 285).
Do positive expectations help maintain satisfaction, or are they
likely to lead to declines in satisfaction? The goal of the current
study is to address this question through longitudinal data on
expectations and the development of marital satisfaction in newlywed couples. To this end, the remainder of this introduction is
organized into three sections. The first section examines research
on the different functions of expectations, showing that positive
expectations may lead to positive outcomes when confirmed
through processes of expectancy confirmation but may lead to

Things become better when you expect the best instead of the worst.
—Norman Vincent Peale, The Power of Positive Thinking (1952)
Blessed is he who expects nothing, for he shall never be disappointed.
—Alexander Pope, Letter to Gay (1727; as cited in Bartlett & Dole,
1919/2000)

Although they lived centuries apart, poet Alexander Pope (see
Bartlett & Dole, 1919/2000) and motivational writer Norman
Vincent Peale (1952) agreed that what people expect to receive
affects how they evaluate what they actually receive. The authors
differ, however, in how they described the nature of this effect.
According to Peale, expectations inspire outcomes that are consistent with those expectations. Thus, he argued that positive expectations should be cultivated because they direct people toward
positive outcomes. According to Pope, however, any expectations
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negative outcomes when they serve as counterfactuals. The second
section identifies qualities of relationships that should moderate
the likelihood of expectancy confirmation and therefore predict
when positive expectations will lead to positive versus negative
outcomes. The final section describes a study designed to examine
whether two qualities, the nature of couples’ interaction behaviors
and the nature of their relationship attributions, moderate the
effects of positive expectations on changes in satisfaction over the
first years of marriage.

Positive Expectations and Relationship Functioning
Expectations about the future of an intimate relationship may
serve two different functions in evaluations of that relationship.
First, expectations can serve as goal structures that motivate processes of expectancy confirmation (for a review, see Snyder,
1984). Given a goal expressed by an expectation for the relationship, confirmation of that expectation can occur through two
mechanisms. Perceptual confirmation occurs when prior expectations for an event lead people to interpret the details of the event
in ways that give rise to expectancy-consistent evaluations of the
event (Darley & Gross, 1983; Hastorf & Cantril, 1954; Kelley,
1950; Miller & Turnbull, 1986). Behavioral confirmation occurs
when prior expectations for an event give rise to expectancyconsistent behaviors during the event (Darley & Fazio, 1980;
Jussim, 1986; Merton, 1948; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Snyder,
Tanke, & Berscheid, 1977).
A number of studies have suggested that both processes operate
in close relationships (e.g., Downey et al., 1998; Fletcher et al.,
2000; Knee, 1998; McNulty & Karney, 2002; Murray et al.,
1996b). For example, in research demonstrating behavioral confirmation, women expecting to be rejected by their partners tended
to engage in behaviors that predicted greater negative feelings in
their partners following the interaction (Downey et al., 1998). In
research providing evidence for perceptual confirmation, spouses’
general expectations about an upcoming problem-solving discussion were positively associated with their subsequent appraisals of
the interaction, independent of the behaviors they exchanged during the discussion (McNulty & Karney, 2002). In other words,
partners perceived the interaction in a manner consistent with
their prior expectations, regardless of the behaviors that were
exchanged.
That both processes may operate in close relationships suggests
that to the extent that they are likely to be confirmed, positive
expectations should be beneficial to relationships. Research on
related constructs appears consistent with this idea (Fletcher et al.,
2000; Murray et al., 1996b). For example, Fletcher et al. (2000), in
research on relationship standards, reported that romantic partners
were more satisfied with their relationships when they possessed
higher ideal standards for their relationships. Higher standards,
like positive expectations, may encourage consistent perceptions
or inspire consistent behaviors leading to increased relationship
satisfaction.
In contrast to serving as goal structures, a second function of
expectations is that they can serve as counterfactuals to which
people compare their actual outcomes. Decision affect theory
(DAT; Mellers, Schwartz, Ho, & Ritov, 1997) suggests that how
people feel about their outcomes is determined in part by counterfactual thinking— comparing what occurred with what might

have occurred. According to DAT, a negative outcome feels less
disappointing when compared with an alternative, worse outcome,
and a positive outcome feels less satisfying when compared with
an alternative, better outcome. Accordingly, people should be
happy when their outcomes exceed their expectations but disappointed when their outcomes fall short of their expectations. Research outside close relationships supports DAT (Medvec, Madey,
& Gilovich, 1995; Mellers et al., 1997; Shepperd & McNulty,
2002). Shepperd and McNulty (2002), for example, led participants to expect that they were either likely or unlikely to test
positive for a threatening (but fictitious) medical condition. All
participants then tested themselves for the medical condition and
subsequently received feedback that they had tested positively or
negatively for the disease. Of the participants who learned they had
tested positive, those who held the most optimistic expectations
(e.g., those who expected not to have the disease) felt most
discouraged after learning the test results. Similarly, of the participants who learned they had tested negative, those whose expectations were optimistic felt least relieved after learning the test
results. In other words, following both positive and negative outcomes, people who expected the best felt the worst.
Do partners who hold high expectations for their relationships
similarly risk being disappointed? Theoretical work within the
literature on close relationships suggests that they do. According to
interdependence theory (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), partners determine their satisfaction with the relationship by comparing the
outcomes they receive in their relationships with the standards they
have for those relationships. In line with DAT, if partners’ outcomes exceed their standards, they will be satisfied with their
relationships. In contrast, if partners’ outcomes do not meet their
standards, they will be disappointed and therefore less satisfied
with their relationships.
Empirical evidence within the literature on close relationships is
consistent with these predictions. For instance, in the previously
discussed Fletcher et al. (2000) study, the positive association
between ideal standards and relationship outcomes was qualified
by partners’ perceptions of whether their standards were being
met. Partners who perceived that their ideal standards were not
being met tended to be least happy in their relationships. In related
work, Eidelson and Epstein (1982) developed an inventory to
measure beliefs about relationships they thought would be unrealistic for most people: the belief that disagreement is always
destructive, the belief that partners should read each other’s minds,
the belief that partners cannot change, the belief in sexual perfectionism, and the belief that the sexes are inherently different.
Cross-sectionally, endorsement of these beliefs has been associated with lower levels of satisfaction with the relationship (see also
Epstein & Eidelson, 1981; Jones & Stanton, 1988). One explanation for such associations is that spouses who expect their own
relationships to meet these standards may be especially disappointed when their relationships inevitably fail to measure up.
So when is it beneficial to start a relationship with positive
expectations? The effects of expectations appear to depend on
whether those expectations function as goal structures, likely to
encourage expectancy confirmation, or as counterfactuals, with
which partners compare their actual outcomes. When they inspire
perceptual and behavioral confirmation, positive expectations appear to benefit relationships. When expectancy confirmations fail,
however, positive expectations may serve as contrasts to actual
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outcomes, leading partners to evaluate their actual outcomes more
negatively.

Conditions of Expectancy Confirmation
To the extent that expectancy confirmation moderates the impact of positive expectations on relationship outcomes, understanding the role of expectations in relationships requires understanding when positive expectations are more or less likely to be
confirmed. Within the context of relationship outcomes, confirmation is not likely to be categorical. Rather, partners may possess
latitudes of confirmation or disconfirmation, similar to Sherif’s
(1960) concept of latitudes of acceptance and rejection of attitudes.
Just as Sherif described perceivers encountering a wide range of
persuasive communications, romantic partners are likely to encounter a wide range of experiences as their relationships develop.
Experiences that fall within a partner’s latitude of confirmation
will be seen as confirming initially positive expectations. Experiences that fall outside latitudes of confirmation will be seen as
disconfirming initially positive expectations.
The likelihood that partners will perceive their expectations as
having been confirmed may therefore depend on their ability to
create events and, failing that, interpret events that fall within the
latitude of acceptance of those expectations (Miller & Turnbull,
1986; for other factors that may moderate the expectancyconfirmation effect, see also Swann, 1984). For example, Jussim
(1986) pointed out that behavioral confirmation is generally more
likely to occur to the extent that people are capable of behaving in
ways that confirm their expectations. Within intimate relationships, partners who are more skillful communicators and problem
solvers should be better able to arrange experiences that confirm
initially positive expectations. Indeed, longitudinal research demonstrates that the spouses who are more skilled at resolving conflicts and behaving constructively tend to be more satisfied with
their relationships over time (e.g., Gottman, 1994; Gottman, Coan,
Carrere, & Swanson, 1998; Huston, Caughlin, Houts, Smith, &
George, 2001; Karney & Bradbury, 1997). Accordingly, behavioral skills in the early years of the relationship may moderate the
effects of positive expectations on relationship outcomes by creating experiences that confirm or disconfirm those expectations.
That is, for partners who tend be skillful communicators, positive
expectations may be beneficial, directing partners to exploit their
skills to the benefit of the relationship, and less positive expectations may be detrimental by preventing partners from taking advantage of their skills. For partners who tend to be less skillful,
however, positive expectations may be detrimental because the
lack of behavioral skills may lead these couples to encounter
experiences that disconfirm those expectations, resulting in disappointment. Such partners may benefit from less positive expectations instead because such expectations will serve as less severe
contrasts to their potentially more negative experiences.
If behavioral confirmation fails, partners may still confirm positive expectations if they are able and willing to engage in perceptual confirmation, interpreting events in a manner consistent with
their expectations (Miller & Turnbull, 1986). The robust literature
on attributions has revealed how the tendency to interpret specific
relationship events positively predicts greater long-term satisfaction with relationships (Bradbury & Fincham, 1990). Even controlling for the covariance between attributions and relationship
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satisfaction over time, the initial attributional tendencies of newlyweds have been shown to predict trajectories of satisfaction and
divorce over the first years of marriage (Karney & Bradbury,
2000). In line with this research, partners who demonstrate the
ability to interpret ambiguous events positively early in the relationship may be more able to perceive experiences as falling
within the latitude of confirmation of their initially positive expectations throughout the relationship. Accordingly, the tendency
to make positive versus negative attributions for the events that
occur in the relationship may be a second factor that moderates the
effects of positive expectations on relationship outcomes. For
partners who tend to make charitable attributions for their partners’
negative behaviors, positive expectations may be beneficial, inspiring them to take advantage of the cognitive relationship maintenance strategies they possess, and less positive expectations may
be detrimental by inhibiting them from seeing things in a positive
light. For partners less able to forgive their partners, however,
positive expectations may be detrimental, raising a standard that
the relationship can never achieve. These partners too may benefit
from less positive expectations, because such expectations will
serve as less severe contrasts to the partners’ potentially more
negative experiences.

Overview of the Current Study
To contribute to the ongoing debate about the effects of positive
expectations on relationships, we examined whether the longitudinal effects of positive expectations on the trajectory of marital
satisfaction were moderated by the quality of spouses’ marital
interactions and attributions. First-married couples participating in
a broader study of relationship development were asked to report
their expectations for various relationship outcomes shortly after
their wedding. Newlyweds were an especially appropriate sample
for the current study for two reasons. First, as Jussim and Eccles
(1995) pointed out, over the course of an ongoing relationship,
specific expectations are likely to become accurate reflections of
past experience. In the current sample of newlyweds, specific
expectations and prior experience were less likely to be confounded, leaving open the possibility that initially positive expectations may still be confirmed or disconfirmed. Second, couples in
the very early stages of their relationships are frequently the targets
of interventions aimed directly at modifying expectations (e.g.,
Stanley et al., 1999). Before such interventions become accepted in
premarital and early-marital therapy programs, it seems relevant to
examine the effects of expectations in a recently married sample.
In addition to expectations, spouses reported their satisfaction
with the relationship, responded to a measure of relationship
attributions, and engaged in two videotaped problem-solving discussions. Subsequent to that initial assessment, these couples provided reports of their relationship satisfaction every 6 months for
4 years, for a total of eight waves of marital satisfaction data.
To the extent that spouses behave more positively during their
interactions with each other or tend to make more positive attributions for their partners’ behaviors, we predicted that positive
expectations should function as goal structures likely to be confirmed by processes of expectancy confirmation. Under these
circumstances, positive expectations should be associated with
more stable relationship satisfaction over time because spouses’
skills should allow them to confirm their positive expectations, but
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less positive expectations should be associated with steeper declines in satisfaction over time because they indicate a failure or an
unwillingness to take advantage of opportunities for expectancy
confirmation. In contrast, to the extent that spouses behave more
negatively during their interactions with each other or tend to make
more negative attributions for their partners’ behaviors, their positive expectations should function as counterfactuals because such
partners should lack the skills to confirm those expectations. Under
these conditions, positive expectations should lead to steeper declines in satisfaction because they provide the most striking contrasts to actual outcomes. Less positive expectations, alternatively,
should be associated with more stable relationship satisfaction
over time because they provide less striking contrasts to actual
outcomes.

Method
Participants
All of the couples participating in this research were newlyweds, assessed within the first 6 months of both partners’ first marriage. Couples
were solicited from the community using two methods. The first method
was to place advertisements in community newspapers and bridal shops,
offering up to $300 to couples willing to participate in a study of newlyweds. The second method was to review the applications of couples who
had applied for marriage licenses in Alachua County, Florida. In Alachua
County, marriage licenses are available to the public and contain data on
spouses’ ages, whether or not this is their first marriage, and the date of the
wedding. Couples who were eligible for the study based on these criteria
were sent letters offering them up to $300 to participate in a study of
newlyweds. Couples responding to either method of solicitation were
screened in a telephone interview to determine whether they met the
following criteria: (a) This was the first marriage for each partner; (b) the
couple had been married less than 3 months; (c) neither partner had
children; (d) each partner was at least 18 years of age, and wives were less
than 35 years of age (to allow that all couples were capable of conceiving
children over the course of the study); (e) each partner spoke English and
had completed at least 10 years of education (to ensure comprehension of
the questionnaires); and (f) the couple had no immediate plans to move
away from the area. Nearly 300 couples responded to these solicitations;
the 82 eligible couples who arrived for their scheduled interview made up
the current sample. Analyses revealed no significant differences in age or
years of education between couples recruited through the different types of
solicitations (D’Angelo & Karney, 1999).
Husbands were an average of 25.1 years old (SD ⫽ 3.3) and had
received 16.3 years of education (SD ⫽ 2.4). Forty percent were employed
full time, and 54% were full-time students. Wives were an average of 23.7
years old (SD ⫽ 2.8) and had received 16.3 years of education (SD ⫽ 1.2).
Thirty-nine percent were employed full time, and 50% were full-time
students. Slightly over 70% of the sample was Christian (over 45% was
Protestant), and 83% of husbands and 89% of wives were White. The
average combined income of couples was less than $20,000 per year.1

Procedure
Couples meeting eligibility requirements were scheduled to attend a 3-hr
laboratory session. Before the session, they were mailed a packet of
questionnaires to complete at home and bring with them to their appointment. This packet included self-report measures of marital satisfaction,
relationship attributions, measures of expectations for the relationship and
the partner, as well as a letter instructing couples to complete all questionnaires independently of one another. As part of a subsequent laboratory
session, spouses each identified an area of difficulty in the marriage and

then participated in two 10-min videotaped discussions within which they
were left alone to “work towards some resolution or agreement” for each
area of difficulty. The order of the two interactions was determined through
a coin flip. After completing their interactions, couples were paid $50 for
participating in this phase of the study.
At approximately 6-month intervals subsequent to the initial assessment,
couples were recontacted by phone and then mailed additional marital
satisfaction questionnaires along with postage-paid return envelopes and a
letter of instruction reminding couples to complete forms independently of
one another. This procedure was used at every 6-month interval except for
Time 5, during which couples returned to the laboratory again. Couples
were paid $25 to continue participating at each follow-up through the mail
and $50 for the lab session at Time 5. This study examined eight waves of
marital satisfaction data, covering approximately the first 4 years of marriage. Thus, analyses are based on data obtained from marital satisfaction
measures assessed at Times 1– 8 and behavioral and attribution measures
assessed at Time 1. Behavioral and attribution measures at Time 1 were
assessed as a means of estimating the experiences, positive versus negative, partners were capable of encountering over the course of their
relationships.

Materials
Marital satisfaction. Most commonly used measures of marital satisfaction ask spouses to report their global sentiments toward the marriage as
well as their level of agreement about specific problem areas (e.g., the
Marital Adjustment Test; Locke & Wallace, 1959). As several authors have
pointed out (e.g., Fincham & Bradbury, 1987), the use of such omnibus
measures can lead to inflated associations with other variables that also
address relationship processes. To ensure that global sentiments toward the
relationship and level of agreement about specific relationship issues were
not confounded in the current study and to ensure that any results were not
idiosyncratic to a particular measure, two measures of satisfaction were
used that assess global evaluations of the relationship exclusively. The first
measure was a version of the Semantic Differential (SMD; Osgood, Suci,
& Tannenbaum, 1957), which asks spouses to rate their perceptions of their
relationship on 7-point scales between fifteen pairs of opposing adjectives
(e.g., bad–good, dissatisfied–satisfied, unpleasant–pleasant). The SMD
yields scores from 15 to 105. Higher scores reflect more positive satisfaction with the relationship. In the current sample, internal consistency of this
measure was high (across the eight waves, coefficient alpha ranged from
.91 to .97 for husbands and from .93 to .97 for wives). The second measure
was the Quality Marriage Index (QMI; Norton, 1983), a six-item scale
asking spouses to report the extent to which they agree or disagree with
general statements regarding the quality of their marriage. Five items ask
spouses to respond according to a 7-item scale, whereas one item asks
spouses to respond according to a 10-item scale, yielding scores from 6 to
45. High scores reflect more positive satisfaction with the relationship.
Internal consistency of this measure also was high in the current sample
(across the eight waves, coefficient alpha ranged from .94 to .97 for
husbands and from .94 to .98 for wives).
Expectations. Newlywed spouses are likely to have well-defined expectations for many aspects of their relationship. Because the current study
was focused on expectations that could potentially serve as goals or as
counterfactuals, it was important to examine expectations that were both
(a) disconfirmable and (b) likely to vary across spouses. Based on these

1
Other articles have been published using this data set: Frye and Karney
(2002, in press), McNulty and Karney (2001, 2002), Neff and Karney
(2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2004), and Vogel and Karney (2002). So far, however, this article is the only one to examine the effects of expectations for
the relationship and expectations for the partner and the only one to
examine eight waves of satisfaction data covering the first 4 years of
marriage.
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criteria, two measures of expectations were developed for the current
study.
Given that the primary dependent variable examined here was change in
satisfaction over time, the first measure of expectations asked spouses to
describe their expectations for how their relationships would change over
time. Specifically, spouses were asked how their satisfaction was likely to
vary over the course of the relationship. Consistent with recent evidence
that variability in relationship satisfaction predicts long-term relationship
stability (Arriaga, 2001), spouses were asked to describe whether they
expected their satisfaction to vary considerably over time or whether they
expected their satisfaction to remain fairly steady over time. Spouses
responded to three items. The first item asked: “Over the next six months,
which of the following describes how your feelings towards your marriage
are likely to change?” with response possibilities of 1 ⫽ major highs/major
lows, 2 ⫽ some ups and downs, 3 ⫽ a few ups and downs, 4 ⫽ pretty
steady, and 5 ⫽ very steady. The second item asked the same question with
respect to the “next four years.” Finally, the third item asked spouses to
select from among nine pictures reflecting different patterns of growth and
variability the one pattern that best represented their expected trajectory of
marital satisfaction over the upcoming 6 months. All pictures depicted
various trajectories and various degrees of variability. Partners’ selections
were coded according to the degree of variability represented in the picture
(e.g., 1 ⫽ some variability, 2 ⫽ no variability). All three items were
standardized and summed to form a single index with adequate internal
consistency (coefficient ␣ ⫽ .77 for husbands and .78 for wives) and
substantial between-subjects variability. Higher scores on this measure
indicate more positive expectations: a tendency for spouses to expect
greater steadiness in their satisfaction over time.
The second measure of expectations asked spouses to report their expectations for their partners in the relationship. Some spouses may hold
extremely positive expectations for how their partners are likely to behave,
expecting that their partners will be unfailingly sensitive and caring at
every occasion. Others may hold less positive expectations, recognizing
that their partners may fail or disappoint them at times. To capture
between-spouse variability in these expectations, a nine-item measure was
developed that asked spouses to rate their agreement with a series of
statements (e.g., “My partner will rarely make mistakes,” “My partner will
agree with me about the important things,” “My partner will always take
time for me when I need him/her”) on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 7 (strongly agree; potential range ⫽ 7– 63). These items were summed
to form a single index that was normally distributed and had adequate
internal consistency (coefficient ␣ ⫽ .71 for husbands and .80 for wives)
and substantial between-subjects variability. Higher scores on this measure
indicate more positive expectations: a tendency for spouses to have more
positive expectations for their partners’ behaviors (the complete measure is
presented in the Appendix).
Marital interaction behavior. The ability to behave positively in the
marriage was estimated by coding the videotapes from Time 1 using a
modified version of the Verbal Tactics Coding Scheme (Sillars, Coletti,
Parry, & Rogers, 1982). This version of the Verbal Tactics Coding Scheme
assigns one of four possible codes to each speaking turn of each spouse. A
speaker received an avoidant code for speaking turns that were off topic or
moved the discussion away from the problem at hand. A speaker received
one of two negative codes for speaking turns that either directly faulted,
rejected, or criticized the partner (direct negative), or indirectly criticized
the partner through presumptive attributions, avoiding responsibility, or
hostile questions (indirect negative). A speaker received a constructive
code for speaking turns that were on topic and furthered the resolution of
the conflict.
The reliability of this system was assessed by randomly choosing 30%
of the interactions to be coded by a second rater. Degree of agreement
between raters was estimated with an intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) comparing the amounts of each code observed by each rater across
the interactions. ICCs indicated adequate interrater reliability for the codes
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analyzed in the current study (for direct negative, ICC ⫽ .67 for husbands
and .83 for wives; for indirect negative, ICC ⫽ .83 for husbands and .65 for
wives; for constructive, ICC ⫽ .77 for husbands and .87 for wives). Our
hypotheses did not distinguish between types of behavior, so we combined
the two negative codes and subtracted the positive code to arrive at an
index of the net negativity expressed by each spouse during the interaction.
The high correlations among the codes justified this procedure (absolute
values ranged from r ⫽ .40 to r ⫽ .73 for husbands and from r ⫽ .34 to
r ⫽ .70 for wives). Further, because our hypotheses did not distinguish
between husbands’ and wives’ problem-solving topics, indices were further
collapsed across both interactions (where behaviors were strongly correlated: r ⫽ .49 for husbands, r ⫽ .34 for wives). Finally, because both
partners in a given interaction can create experiences that may confirm or
disconfirm expectations, and because spouses’ behaviors during the interaction were strongly correlated (r ⫽ .57), the index was further collapsed
across spouses, resulting in a single score that captured the nature of
couples’ observed skill at communicating about marital problems.2
Attributions. The ability to interpret events positively in the marriage
was estimated using the Relationship Attributions Measure (Fincham &
Bradbury, 1992). This 24-item measure presents spouses with four negative stimulus events that are likely to occur in all marriages (e.g., “Your
spouse criticizes something you say” and “Your spouse begins to spend
less time with you”). For each event, spouses are asked to rate their
agreement on a 7-point scale ranging from Agree strongly to Disagree
strongly, with statements that reflect six attribution dimensions. The Causal
Attributions subscale consists of 12 judgments (3 dimensions ⫻ 4 stimulus
events), and the Responsibility Attributions subscale consists of 12 judgments. For Causal Attributions, the three dimensions relate to the perceived
locus, globality, and stability of the cause of the negative partner behavior.
For Responsibility Attributions, the three dimensions capture the extent to
which spouses consider their partner’s behaviors intentional, selfishly
motivated, and blameworthy. For each subscale, a composite score was
computed by summing the 12 judgments, resulting in two scores for each
spouse with possible ranges of 12 to 84. The internal consistency of each
subscale was relatively high (for Causal Attributions, coefficient ␣ ⫽ .85
for husbands and .73 for wives; for Responsibility Attributions, coefficient
␣ ⫽ .89 for husbands and .90 for wives). Responses were recoded so that
higher scores indicate attributions that view the partner in a more positive
light.

Data Analysis
Because we were interested in examining the effects of expectations on
the development of marital satisfaction over time, the dependent variable in
these analyses was the trajectory of marital satisfaction over the first 4
years of marriage. To estimate this trajectory for each spouse, we conducted growth curve analysis (GCA) using hierarchical linear modeling
(HLM; Bryk & Raudenbush, 1987, 1992) and the HLM/2L computer
program (Bryk, Raudenbush, & Congdon, 1994). This approach has several advantages. First, in contrast to other approaches to analyzing trajectories (e.g., structural equation modeling), HLM provides reliable estimates
of within-subject parameters even when sample sizes are relatively small.
Second, HLM provides maximally efficient estimates of these parameters
by weighting individual estimates according to Bayes’s theorem (Box &

2

Additional analyses examined the effects of negative and positive
behavior as separate indices and treated husbands’ behavior and wives’
behavior as separate indices. Results from both additional analyses were
consistent with the results reported for the index of couple-level behavior.
Because avoidant behavior is categorically different from negative and
positive behavior, and because we made no predictions regarding the
moderating effect of avoidance on the association between expectations
and satisfaction, avoidant codes were not examined in the current analyses.
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Tiao, 1973). When the within-subject parameter for an individual can be
estimated precisely, the final estimate relies heavily on the individual data.
When the parameter cannot be estimated precisely (e.g., because of missing
data), the final estimate relies more heavily on the mean of the sample.
Because the most precise estimates therefore contribute more to the final
estimated variance of the sample, variances estimated in this way tend to
be more conservative than those obtained through traditional ordinary least
squares methods.
To test the hypothesis that behavior and relationship attributions interact
with initial expectations to predict changes in satisfaction over time,
two-stage growth curve analyses were conducted to model individual
change over the eight assessments of each couple. In the first stage of these
analyses, within-subjects trajectories were computed for each individual’s
marital satisfaction over time. In the second stage, the independent variables and their interactions were used to account for between-subjects
differences in the parameters of these trajectories. To control for dependencies in partners’ data, parameters describing husbands’ and wives’
trajectories were estimated simultaneously in a couple-level model, according to procedures described by Raudenbush, Brennan, and Barnett (1995).

Results
Descriptive Statistics and Preliminary Analyses
Of the 82 couples who responded at Time 1, 17 (21%) were
dissolved at Time 8. Nevertheless, because HLM computed satisfaction slopes for all spouses who reported their satisfaction on at
least three occasions, some of these dissolved couples were included in the current analyses, resulting in a relatively low rate of
attrition. Whereas the average rate of retention in prior research on
marriage is 69% (Karney & Bradbury, 1995), all 65 nondissolved
couples reported at Time 8, representing 80% of the sample.
Furthermore, 12 dissolved couples reported their marital satisfaction on at least three occasions, allowing for longitudinal analyses
to be based on 77 of the original 82 couples, or 94% of the sample.3
Descriptive statistics for all independent variables are reported
in Table 1. As would be expected within a sample of newlyweds,
on average husbands and wives held very positive expectations for
their relationships and for their partners. Husbands and wives also
tended to make relatively charitable attributions for their partners’
negative behaviors, relieving their partners of blame and seeing
external causes for negative events, and tended to exchange relatively high proportions of positive behaviors during their problemsolving interactions. Paired-sample t tests revealed that no gender
differences were significantly different from zero on any of the
variables examined here.
Although, on average, expectations scores are quite positive, the
positivity does not threaten the validity of the current study for two

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Independent Variables at Time 1
Husbands

reasons. First, despite the positivity of these average scores, standard deviations reveal substantial variability in partners’ reports. In
fact, both measures of expectations are relatively normally distributed. Second, the central theme of this study is to examine whether
the effects of expectations depend on whether they are likely to
undergo processes of expectancy confirmation. Such expectancy
confirmation depends, not on the valence of the expectations
alone, but on comparisons between expectations and the experiences couples are likely to encounter given their relationship skills.
Accordingly, even very positive expectations can be confirmed,
and even very negative expectations can fail to be confirmed.
Testing the current hypotheses requires examining the interactions
between expectations and attributions and expectations and
behavior.
Correlations among the independent variables are reported in
Table 2. As expected, both measures of expectations were significantly correlated for each spouse. Additionally, consistent with
previous work, each spouse’s attributions for responsibility and
attributions for causality were strongly correlated (Bradbury &
Fincham, 1990). Also, husbands’ and wives’ attribution scores
were significantly positively associated with each measure of their
expectations, indicating that spouses who tended to make positive
attributions also tended to hold positive expectations for their
relationships and for their partners. Observations of the positive
behavior exhibited during the interactions demonstrated a significant positive correlation with wives’ responsibility attributions,
indicating that wives who tended to experience more positive
behavior during their interactions also tended to relieve their
husbands from blame for their negative behaviors. Observations of
behavior were not significantly correlated with any additional
wives’ cognitions, and observations of behavior were not significantly correlated with any of the husbands’ cognitions. Finally,
between-spouse correlations are presented on the diagonal in Table
2. As can be seen, husbands’ and wives’ scores were significantly
positively associated with one another on all measures except
responsibility attributions. In sum, preliminary analyses reveal that
all measures examined here are performing as expected.

Describing the Trajectory of Satisfaction
The mean scores for husbands and wives on each measure of
marital satisfaction at each wave of data collection are presented in
Table 3. As can be seen in Table 3, it appears that scores on both
measures of marital satisfaction became less positive over time for
both husbands and wives, suggesting a linear decline in satisfaction within these data. Within-subject change in satisfaction over
time was assessed with GCA using HLM. The following model
was assessed:
Yij ⫽ ␤ 0j ⫹ ␤ 1j 共Time兲 ⫹ r ij ,

Wives

Measure

M

SD

M

SD

Expectations for satisfaction steadiness
Expectations for partner’s behaviors
Causality Attributions
Responsibility Attributions
Net positive behavior (%)

9.0
45.5
53.3
63.6
67.0

2.1
6.5
11.2
12.1
22.0

9.1
43.9
51.4
60.8
67.0

2.1
8.6
9.9
14.6
22.0

(1)

where Yij is the marital satisfaction of Individual j at Time i; ␤0j is
the marital satisfaction of Individual j at Time 0 (i.e., the initial
satisfaction of Individual j); ␤1j is the rate of linear change in
3
Subsequent analyses, including a dummy variable to represent relationship status, revealed that the effects described in the current study
remained significant controlling for relationship dissolution.
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Table 2
Correlations Among Independent Variables at Time 1
Measure

1

2

3

over the first 4 years of marriage, satisfaction declined more for
some spouses than it did for others.4
4

5

.36** .24*
.53** .27*

.24*
.29**

⫺.04
⫺.08

.34** .25*
.22* .56**
.03
.07

.62**
.09
.36**

⫺.06
⫺.03
—

Expectations
1. Expectations for steadiness
2. Expectations for partner

.35**
.33**
Moderators

3. Causality Attributions
4. Responsibility Attributions
5. Positive behavior

.26*
.31**
.16
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Note. Correlations between husbands and wives appear in boldface type.
Husbands’ correlations are above those in boldface; wives’ correlations are
below.
* p ⬍ .05. ** p ⬍ .01, two-tailed.

marital satisfaction of Individual j; and rij is the residual variance
in repeated measurements for Spouse j, assumed to be independent
and normally distributed across spouses. This model can be understood as a within-subjects regression of an individual’s marital
satisfaction score onto time of assessment, where time was defined
as the wave of data collection. The model was applied separately
to each measure of marital satisfaction but simultaneously to
husbands’ and wives’ data, using procedures described by Raudenbush et al. (1995).
Fitting the model to these data provided generalized least
squares estimates of the average intercept and slope of marital
satisfaction for husbands and wives as well as restricted
maximum-likelihood estimates of the variances of these parameters. These estimates are reported in Table 4 along with t statistics
that test whether the means of each parameter are different from
zero and chi-square statistics that test whether the variances of
each parameter are different from zero. With respect to the intercept, the estimates presented in Table 4 confirm that on average
husbands and wives reported relatively high initial levels of marital satisfaction. Comparison of Table 4 with Table 3 reveals that
the mean intercept for each measure is similar to the mean satisfaction reported at Time 1. This is to be expected, because the
intercept represents the starting point of the trajectory. However,
as revealed by the chi-square tests of variance, the mean initial
satisfaction varied significantly across husbands and across wives
on both measures of marital satisfaction. In other words, even at
the outset of the marriage, some spouses were significantly happier
than others.
With respect to the slope, the estimates presented in Table 4
confirm that on average, husbands and wives tended to experience
significant declines in satisfaction over the first 4 years of marriage, consistent with prior studies of marital satisfaction (e.g.,
Karney & Bradbury, 1997). The t statistics reported in Table 4
reveal significant negative trajectories for husbands and wives on
both measures of marital satisfaction. Furthermore, according to
the significance of the chi-square tests reported in Table 4, the
trajectories varied significantly across wives and marginally significantly across husbands for both measures. In other words,
although on average husbands’ and wives’ satisfaction declined

Were Expectations Associated With Change in
Satisfaction Over Time?
Before addressing central hypotheses of this study involving
interactions, preliminary analyses were conducted to determine the
main effects of expectations on change in satisfaction. These
analyses ignore the cognitive and behavioral abilities of spouses to
ask whether there are overall effects on the trajectory of having
more or less positive expectations at the outset of a marriage. To
address this question, each measure of expectations was entered
into the second stage of the HLM analysis to account for betweensubjects variability in the parameters estimated by Equation 1. The
top half of Table 5 reports the associations between expectations
and initial satisfaction. The t statistics in this section reveal a
consistent pattern of significant positive associations between expectations and initial marital satisfaction, with one marginally
significant association between wives’ expectations for satisfaction steadiness and initial scores on the QMI. Not surprisingly,
spouses who were initially more satisfied with the relationship
tended to hold more positive expectations about their relationships
and about their partners. Of note, although the association between
initial satisfaction and expectations for partner’s behavior was
significant for husbands and for wives, it was significantly stronger
for husbands than for wives on the SMD, 2(1, N ⫽ 80) ⫽ 3.8,
p ⬍ .05.
The associations between expectations and the slope of marital
satisfaction, controlling for associations between expectations and
the intercept, are reported in the bottom half of Table 5. As these
associations reveal, once the cross-sectional association between
expectations and initial satisfaction was controlled, expectations
rarely demonstrated significant associations with change in satisfaction over time. The one significant association was that husbands’ expectations for their wives’ behavior was significantly
negatively associated with change in satisfaction over time as
measured on the SMD, such that husbands who had more positive
expectations on average experienced steeper declines in their satisfaction over time. Aside from this effect, however, neither type
of expectation was significantly associated with change in satisfaction over time for husbands or wives on either measure of
marital satisfaction.

Do Behaviors or Relationship Attributions Moderate the
Effects of Expectations on Change in Marital
Satisfaction?
The primary goal of the current study was to examine whether
the effects of positive expectations on changes in satisfaction are
moderated by behavior and attributions. The previous analyses
revealed that on average neither type of expectation was consistently associated with changes in relationship satisfaction over
time in the current sample. Nevertheless, it remains possible that
4
These data were also examined for the presence of nonlinear (i.e.,
quadratic) changes in marital satisfaction over time. A quadratic model of
change provided a significantly worse fit to these data.
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Table 3
Mean Marital Quality Scores Across Eight Waves of Measurement for Husbands and Wives
Spouse

Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

Time 4

Time 5

Time 6

Time 7

Time 8

Semantic Differential
Husbands
M
SD
N
Wives
M
SD
N

96.3
8.8
81

92.0
14.1
76

92.5
14.8
74

92.1
14.7
67

93.5
13.9
64

92.1
15.5
59

91.1
19.9
60

92.8
12.7
66

97.7
10.7
82

94.8
12.9
77

93.3
16.0
73

92.1
14.7
68

93.8
15.6
66

90.0
19.3
60

89.1
19.6
62

92.1
17.5
65

Quality Marriage Index
Husbands
M
SD
N
Wives
M
SD
N
Note.

42.1
4.0
81

40.3
6.7
76

40.3
6.6
74

40.1
7.0
67

40.8
6.5
64

40.2
6.5
59

38.9
8.4
60

40.2
6.0
66

42.1
5.3
82

40.8
6.0
77

39.9
7.5
73

39.0
8.6
68

40.2
7.3
66

38.3
9.4
61

38.3
9.1
62

39.3
8.2
65

Means using only participants reporting at Time 8 are similar and demonstrate similar trends.

when partners’ positive expectations were likely to be confirmed
by their experiences, either because of a tendency to engage in
more positive behaviors or a tendency to make positive attributions, they did predict more stable satisfaction over time. In contrast, when spouses’ positive expectations were unlikely to be
confirmed by their experiences, either because of a tendency to
engage in more negative behaviors or a tendency to make negative
attributions, it remains possible that they predicted declines in

Table 4
Change in Marital Satisfaction
Measure

M

SD

t(81)a

2(1, N ⫽ 81)

satisfaction. To examine these possibilities, each measure of expectations and each potential moderator were centered and entered
separately into a second-stage analysis, along with the appropriate
interaction term, to account for between-subjects variability in
within-subject change in satisfaction as estimated in Equation 1.
The results of the analyses regarding the interactions between
expectations and behavior on change in satisfaction are reported in
the first two columns of Table 6. The effect sizes in these two
columns reveal a pattern of significant negative interactions between wives’ expectations for their husbands’ behavior and the
Table 5
Effects of Expectations on the Trajectory of Marital Satisfaction

Intercept
SMD
Husbands
Wives
QMI
Husbands
Wives

Husband

95.2
97.3

1.1
1.3

—
—

181.9***
238.5***

41.7
41.8

0.52
0.56

—
—

170.3***
195.0***

Slope
SMD
Husbands
Wives
QMI
Husbands
Wives

⫺0.64
⫺1.06

0.16
0.21

⫺3.9***
⫺5.2***

100.9†
160.2***

⫺0.35
⫺0.49

0.08
0.09

⫺4.4***
⫺5.3***

98.2†
133.2***

Note. SMD ⫽ Semantic Differential (Osgood et al., 1957); QMI ⫽
Quality Marriage Index (Norton, 1983).
a
The t test of the intercepts addresses the hypothesis that the intercepts
differ significantly from zero. Because the lowest possible score on each of
these measures is greater than zero, these tests are not meaningful and
hence are not reported.
† p ⬍ .10. *** p ⬍ .001, one-tailed.

Expectations

t(80)

Wife
d

t(80)

d

Satisfaction intercepts
For satisfaction steadiness
SMD
QMI
For partner’s behaviors
SMD
QMI

2.83**
2.06*

0.30**
0.23*

2.63**
1.66†

0.28**
0.17†

4.48***
3.47***

0.45***
0.36**

2.20*
2.04*

0.24*
0.22*

Satisfaction slopes
For satisfaction steadiness
SMD
0.09
QMI
0.53
For partner’s behaviors
SMD
⫺3.57**
QMI
⫺1.37

0.01
0.06

⫺0.97
⫺0.46

⫺0.11
⫺0.05

⫺0.37**
⫺0.15

⫺0.72
⫺0.05

⫺0.08
⫺0.01

Note. SMD ⫽ Semantic Differential (Osgood et al., 1957); QMI ⫽
Quality Marriage Index (Norton, 1983).
† p ⬍ .10. * p ⬍ .05. ** p ⬍ .01. *** p ⬍ .001, one-tailed.
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Table 6
Moderating Effects of Positive Behavior and Attributions on the Association Between
Expectations and the Trajectory of Satisfaction
Positive behavior
Expectations
For satisfaction steadiness
SMD
QMI
For partner’s behaviors
SMD
QMI

Husband

Wife

Responsibility
attributions

Causality
attributions

Husband

Wife

Husband

Wife

⫺0.01
⫺0.05

⫺0.13
⫺0.15

0.23*
0.24*

0.32**
0.18†

0.22*
0.09

0.28**
0.07

⫺0.02
⫺0.09

⫺0.32**
⫺0.35***

0.20*
0.22*

0.35***
0.35***

0.28**
0.29**

0.19*
0.18†

Note. SMD ⫽ Semantic Differential (Osgood et al., 1957); QMI ⫽ Quality Marriage Index (Norton, 1983).
† p ⬍ .10. * p ⬍ .05. ** p ⬍ .01. *** p ⬍ .001, one-tailed.

proportions of positive behavior observed in the relationship on
changes in their satisfaction over time. To determine the nature of
these interactions, they were deconstructed by substituting values
one standard deviation above the mean and one standard deviation
below the mean into the regression equation and plotting the
predicted outcomes (see Aiken & West, 1991; Cohen & Cohen,
1983). The resulting plots revealed the same pattern of interactions
across all significant interactions. A representative sample of these
plots is depicted in Figure 1. Figure 1 depicts the interactive effects
of positive behavior and wives’ expectations for their husbands’
behaviors on change in satisfaction on the QMI. Consistent with
predictions, this figure illustrates that when behavior was the most
positive at the outset of the marriage, more positive expectations
predicted the most stable satisfaction and less positive expectations
predicted steeper declines in satisfaction over the subsequent 4
years. In contrast, when behavior was least positive at the outset of
the marriage, more positive expectations predicted steeper declines
in marital satisfaction whereas less positive expectations predicted
more stable satisfaction. Of note, although the interactions were
significant for wives but not husbands, none of the gender differences were significantly different from zero.
The results of the analyses regarding the interactions between
expectations and attributions are reported in the last four columns

of Table 6. The effect sizes in these columns reveal a pattern of
significant positive interactions for both wives and husbands. To
determine the nature of these interactions, they were deconstructed
in the same manner as the previous interactions. Again, these plots
revealed the same pattern of interactions across all significant
interactions. Samples of these plots are presented in Figures 2 and
3. To illustrate that the pattern of results is robust across different
measures and across gender, each figure depicts a different measure of expectations, a different measure of satisfaction, and a
different gender. Thus, Figure 2 depicts the interactive effects of
wives’ responsibility attributions and their expectations for steadiness in the relationship on change in satisfaction on the SMD, and
Figure 3 depicts the interactive effects of husbands’ causality
attributions and their expectations for their wives’ behaviors on
change in satisfaction on the QMI. Consistent with predictions,
these figures illustrate that when attributions were more positive at
the outset of the marriage, more positive expectations predicted
more stable satisfaction, and less positive expectations predicted
steeper declines in satisfaction over the subsequent 4 years. In
contrast, when attributions were least positive at the outset of the
marriage, more positive expectations predicted steeper declines in
marital satisfaction, whereas less positive expectations predicted
more stable satisfaction. Again, although some interactions were
significant for wives but not husbands, none of the gender differences in these effects were significantly different from zero.

Discussion
Rationale and Summary of Results

Figure 1. Moderating effects of behavior on the association between
expectations and the trajectory of marital satisfaction.

Given that expectations influence a wide variety of interpersonal
phenomena (Olson, Roese, & Zanna, 1998), the initially positive
expectations that partners have for their intimate relationships
should have implications for the development of those relationships over time. Prior literature on the effects of positive expectations confirms this idea but offers competing descriptions of the
nature of this effect. When they function as goal structures, positive expectations appear to be beneficial because they inspire
perceptual and behavioral confirmation processes that in turn lead
to positive outcomes. When they function as counterfactuals, however, positive expectations can be detrimental because partners
may be disappointed when their expectations are not met. The
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Figure 2. Moderating effects of husbands’ responsibility attributions
on the association between expectations and the trajectory of marital
satisfaction.

current study examined the possibility that the ability to behave
constructively and the ability to make positive attributions may
be two factors that determine which role expectations play in
the evaluation process and therefore may moderate the effects
of positive expectations on changes in relationship satisfaction.
Specifically, positive expectations should be beneficial when
partners’ ability to behave constructively or make charitable
attributions enables their expectations to function as goals that
can be achieved through processes of expectancy confirmation.
For these couples, less positive expectations may be a liability
because they do not allow couples to take advantage of the
skills they possess. In contrast, positive expectations may prove
harmful for partners whose weaker ability to behave positively
or make charitable attributions makes it more likely that their
expectations will serve as counterfactuals and lead to disappointments. For these couples, less positive expectations may
be more beneficial because they may serve as less severe
contrasts to actual outcomes.
Preliminary analyses revealed that although spouses’ expectations were positively associated with their initial marital
satisfaction, on average they had few significant main effects on
changes in satisfaction over time. Consistent with predictions,
however, longitudinal effects of positive expectations did
emerge in interactions with marital behavior and attributions.
With respect to attributions, the patterns of these interactions
were robust across spouses and across different measures of
expectations and satisfaction. When attributions were most
positive, more positive expectations predicted more stable satisfaction, whereas less positive expectations predicted steeper
declines in satisfaction. In contrast, when attributions were
most negative, more positive expectations predicted steeper
declines in marital satisfaction, whereas less positive expectations predicted more stable satisfaction. With respect
to marital behavior, the patterns of interactions arose for
wives’ expectations for husbands’ behavior but not for husbands’ expectations for wives’ behavior. When relationship
behaviors were most positive, wives’ more positive expectations for their husbands’ behaviors predicted more sta-

ble satisfaction, whereas their less positive expectations for
their husbands’ behaviors predicted steeper declines in satisfaction. In contrast, when behaviors were most negative, wives’
more positive expectations for husbands’ behaviors predicted
steeper declines in marital satisfaction, whereas their less positive expectations for husbands’ behaviors predicted more stable satisfaction. In sum, which expectations are adaptive depends on the relationship context. When the relationship
context is positive, positive expectations appear to be adaptive.
When the relationship context is less positive, less positive
expectations appear to be adaptive.
It may seem counterintuitive that spouses who entered their
relationships with positive abilities but less positive expectations experienced steeper declines in their relationship satisfaction. After all, both DAT and interdependence theory predict that these people should be pleasantly surprised by the
positive outcomes that their skills should provide. Nevertheless, the current results are consistent with predictions. Such
spouses may have been less likely to put forth the effort to
take advantage of their skills throughout the remainder of
their relationships because they lacked the positive expectations that would motivate such effort. Therefore, their more
moderate expectations prevented them from achieving positive
experiences.
It is also important to note that although partners who lacked
relationship skills and possessed less positive expectations for
their relationships appear to have experienced the most stable
satisfaction over time, the level of satisfaction for these couples
was not as high as it was for couples who possessed more
positive skills. Rather, expectations were positively associated
with initial satisfaction in the current study, suggesting that
partners in this sample who began their marriages with low
expectations and poor skills were less stably happy over the
first years of their marriages. Nevertheless, these partners did
benefit from their less positive expectations relative to partners
with low skills and more positive expectations, demonstrating
the potential benefits of less positive expectations for partners
who are likely to encounter negative experiences over the
course of their relationships.

Figure 3. Moderating effects of wives’ causality attributions on the
association between expectations and the trajectory of marital satisfaction.
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Theoretical and Applied Implications
The current findings have several implications for research on
close relationships. First, they contribute to debates about whether
accurate beliefs or positively biased beliefs are more beneficial for
relationship functioning (Armor & Taylor, 1998; Baumeister,
1989; Murray & Holmes, 1997; Murray, Holmes, & Griffin,
1996a; Radcliffe & Klein, 2002; Robins & Beer, 2001; Swann,
1990; Taylor & Brown, 1994; Wiebe & Black, 1997). Although a
number of studies have demonstrated the benefits of positively
biased beliefs about relationships, the current findings offer two
potential boundary conditions of these benefits. First, the current
findings suggest that the benefits of positive bias may be limited to
the short term. Much of the research on the benefits of positive bias
has demonstrated such benefits over a relatively short period of
time. Consistent with this research, in the current study positive
expectations about the relationship were cross-sectionally associated with positive relationship satisfaction. Nevertheless, over an
interval of 4 years, positive expectations were more beneficial to
the extent that they were realistic (i.e., held by partners who
possessed the skills to confirm them) and predicted steeper declines in relationship satisfaction to the extent that they were less
realistic (i.e., held by partners who lacked sufficient relationship
skills to confirm them; for related discussions, see Radcliffe &
Klein, 2002; Robins & Beer, 2001; Wiebe & Black, 1997). Second, the current findings suggest that the benefits of positive bias
may be more evident for beliefs about global, ambiguous qualities.
Whereas work demonstrating the benefits of positive bias in relationships typically has addressed relatively global perceptions of
the partner (e.g., my partner is kind; Murray & Holmes, 1997;
Murray et al., 1996a), the current work demonstrated no such
benefits for unrealistically positive expectations regarding aspects
of a relationship that are less open to interpretation (e.g., my
partner will always get along well with my parents; for related
discussions, see Alicke, Klotz, Breitenbecher, & Yurak, 1995;
Dunning, 1995; Dunning & McElwee, 1995; Dunning, Meyerowitz, & Holzberg, 1989; Hampson, Goldberg, & John, 1987; Hampson, John, & Goldberg, 1986; Karney, McNulty, & Bradbury,
2001; Karney, McNulty, & Frye, 2001; McNulty & Karney, 2001).
In sum, whereas it appears beneficial for partners to maintain
positive views of the more global qualities of their partners and
relationships, the current study suggests that over the long term it
is important for partners to have accurate knowledge of their
relationship’s specific strengths and weaknesses as well (for related discussions, see Neff & Karney, 2002a, 2002b).
A second implication of these results is that they may reveal a
common mechanism through which relationship cognitions influence relationship functioning. In contrast to the idea that positive
expectations exert main effects on relationship outcomes, the current findings suggest that the effects of expectations may depend
on whether couples’ experiences confirm or disconfirm those
expectations. Likewise, the effects of other relationship cognitions
(e.g., beliefs, values, standards, etc.; see Karney, McNulty, &
Bradbury, 2001) may similarly influence relationships by interacting with the specific experiences that partners encounter over the
course of their relationships. Several lines of research provide
support for this idea (Eidelson & Epstein, 1982; Epstein & Eidelson, 1981; Fletcher et al., 2000; Helgeson, 1994; Jones & Stanton,
1988; Swann, de la Ronde, & Hixon, 1994). For example, as
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discussed above, research by Fletcher et al. (2000) demonstrated
that the benefits of positive relationship standards depended on
whether they were confirmed or disconfirmed. When ideal standards for the relationship were held and met, they were associated
with higher levels of relationship satisfaction. When such standards were held but not met, however, they were associated with
lower levels of relationship satisfaction. Similarly, in research on
couples in long-distance dating relationships, positive beliefs about
the relationship were beneficial to coping, but only when the
couples stayed together (Helgeson, 1994). When positive beliefs
about the relationship were disconfirmed by relationship dissolution, they led to greater levels of distress. Future research may
benefit from examining the potential that other relationship cognitions may similarly interact with specific experiences to influence relationship outcomes.
Finally, the current findings have implications for interventions
designed to alleviate or prevent marital distress. To the extent that
the effects of expectations on relationship outcomes are moderated
by qualities of the relationship, general advice about expectations
may not apply equally well to all couples. Positive expectations are
not harmful for everyone, nor are they beneficial for everyone.
Instead, when advising clients about what to expect from the
future, therapists might consider whether positive expectations will
function as goals, likely to be confirmed by processes of expectancy confirmation, or as counterfactuals, likely to lead to disappointment. Spouses who possess the skills necessary to confirm
positive expectations may benefit from fostering and maintaining
positive expectations about their likelihood for future relationship
success. For such individuals, positive expectations may inspire
them to persist in resolving problems that may arise and view even
negative experiences in a positive light. In contrast, couples who
lack these skills or who are otherwise at risk to encounter negative
experiences that will disconfirm positive expectations may benefit
from moderating excessively positive expectations for their future
outcomes. Such couples may respond more favorably to their
negative experiences when they are expected rather than
unexpected.

Additional Directions for Future Research
Where do unrealistically positive expectations come from? One
source may be personality. For instance, recent work has demonstrated an association between depressive personality disorder and
perfectionism (Huprich, 2003). It has been proposed that people
with depressive personalities may try to gain acceptance from
others by trying to avoid mistakes (Huprich, 2003). Given this
possibility, and given that partners who experience higher levels of
depression in their relationships tend to be less happy in those
relationships (see O’Mahen, Beach, & Banawan, 2001), it may be
that unrealistically positive standards mediate the effects of depression on declines in relationship satisfaction. That is, depressed
individuals may be less satisfied with their relationships because
they hold standards for those relationships that are too high. In
contrast to this idea, others have argued that depression is linked to
more pessimistic expectations (e.g., Isaacowitz & Seligman, 2001;
Roberts, Roberts, & Chen, 2000), suggesting that the effects of
depression on declines in relationship satisfaction may be mediated by more negative expectations. Additional research is re-
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quired to tease apart the precise role of expectations in mediating
the effects of personality variables on relationship functioning.

Strengths and Limitations
Our confidence in the findings reported here is enhanced by
several strengths of this research. First, the general pattern of
results was replicated across conceptually distinct measures of
expectations and conceptually distinct measures of disconfirmation, suggesting that results were not unique to one construct or
one method of measurement. Second, whereas the average rate of
retention in prior research on marriage is 69% (Karney & Bradbury, 1995), analyses in the current study were able to use data
from 94% of the initial sample, reducing the likelihood that the
results were affected by attrition bias. Third, all spouses entering
the study were newlyweds. Thus, although partners are likely to
adjust their expectations as a result of experience (e.g., Fletcher et
al., 2000), participants in the current study were less likely to have
adopted expectations that completely overlapped with experiences,
allowing for the possibility that expectations would be disconfirmed (Jussim & Eccles, 1995; see also Booth, Johnson, White, &
Edwards, 1985; South & Spitze, 1986). Fourth, the current study
assessed expectations during a phase in which expectations are
likely to be most critical: the beginning of the relationship. This
phase of the relationship is likely to be a time when expectations
for the marriage are just forming and thus are least likely to
measure up to the realities that couples encounter. Fifth, whereas
the majority of longitudinal research on marriage has collected and
analyzed only two waves of data, the current analyses examined
eight waves of data and analyzed all waves simultaneously using
GCA.
Despite these strengths, several factors nevertheless limit interpretations of the current findings. First, whereas the homogeneity
of this sample enhances our confidence in the pattern of associations, generalizations to other samples should be made with caution. For example, although the expectations spouses have in the
beginning of their relationships appear to influence the later development of those relationships, the expectations of more established couples may more accurately reflect prior experience (see
Jussim & Eccles, 1995). If so, then the early years of marriage may
be a unique period of relationship adjustment during which expectations are particularly important. Additional research may benefit
by examining this possibility. Second, the homogeneity of the
sample also limited the range of expectations assessed in the
current study. Because all couples assessed in the current study
were newlyweds, very few held expectations for their relationships
that could be described as negative. Research examining a wider
range of expectations may yield effects different from those obtained in the current study. For instance, although the current study
revealed that more moderate expectations were more adaptive than
very positive expectations for couples likely to experience negative outcomes, it is unlikely that truly negative expectations would
also be adaptive for the relationship. Instead, negative expectations
may lead couples to abandon their efforts to resolve relationship
problems, leading to the eventual dissolution of the relationship
(see Knee, 1998). Third, although the sample size in this study
compared favorably with other longitudinal studies of marriage, a
larger sample size would have provided greater power to detect

additional effects not detected in the current study (e.g., gender
differences).

Conclusion
Who was correct about the effects of positive expectations:
Peale (1952), who suggested that positive expectations should lead
to positive outcomes, or Pope (as cited in Bartlett & Dole, 1919/
2000), who argued that positive outcomes may lead to disappointment? Results of the current study suggest that within the context
of close relationships, the answer may depend on various factors
associated with relationship functioning. Consistent with Peale’s
view, spouses who have the skills to attain positive outcomes
benefit from positive expectations. Consistent with Pope’s view,
spouses who lack the skills to cultivate positive experiences may
benefit from more moderate expectations. Given that the benefits
and costs of positive expectations depend on other relationship
factors, the effects of other cognitive variables on long-term relationship outcomes may similarly depend on how those cognitions
interact with the experiences couples are likely to encounter.
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Appendix
A Measure of Expectations for Partner
In response to the following statements, indicate how strongly you agree by filling in the appropriate bubble.
Strongly
Disagree

My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My

partner
partner
partner
partner
partner
partner
partner
partner
partner

will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will

always take time for me when I need him/her.
rarely make mistakes.
agree with me about the important things.
always get along well with my parents.
sometimes lose his/her temper.
never disappoint me.
always take care of me.
always be attractive to me.
always make me happy.

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬

䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬

䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬

䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬

䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬

䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬

䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
䡬
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